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P R O C E E D I N G S1

MODERATOR GAUTAM SEN: Hello. My name2

is Gautam Sen. I am the project manager for this3

project. I work in the Project Management Section at4

the MassDOT Highway Division in Boston headquarters.5

Due to COVID-19 precautions, this6

prerecorded presentation will replace our usual Design7

Public Hearing.8

During this presentation, we will9

explain the purpose of the hearing, provide an10

overview of right of way procedures, and explain the11

design. Finally, we will explain how you can submit12

your comments and questions about this project, many13

of which can be included in the official hearing14

transcript.15

A handout has been prepared and posted16

to the MassDOT website along with this presentation.17

The hearing also gives every interested18

resident of the area an opportunity to be heard on the19

proposed project. At the same time, the hearing20

provides the MassDOT an additional opportunity to21

receive information from local sources which would22

help MassDOT in making the final decision to what23

design should be advanced for development.24
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Thank you very much for viewing this1

presentation. We look forward to hearing from all of2

you.3

ANGELA STEINMAN: My name is Angela4

Steinman, and I represent the Right of Way Bureau of5

the Massachusetts Department of Transportation Highway6

Division.7

The Right of Way Bureau is responsible8

for acquiring all the necessary rights in private and9

public lands for the design, construction, and10

implementation of this project.11

Affected property owners will be12

contacted by personnel from the Right of Way Bureau or13

consultants representing the Massachusetts Department14

of Transportation Highway Division. The procedures15

used must comply with state and federal regulations16

governing the acquisition process.17

The current design plan indicates that18

fee takings and permanent easements may well be19

required. Other areas will require temporary20

construction easements.21

Affected property owners’ rights are22

protected under our Massachusetts General Laws,23

primarily Chapter 79. If a project is receiving24
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federal funds, the property owners’ rights are further1

defined under Title III of the Real Property Act of2

1970, as amended.3

DOUGLAS WHITE: Hello. My name is4

Douglas White and I am the District 2 Design Engineer5

for the MassDOT Highway Division in Northampton.6

In this virtual Design Public Hearing7

presentation, you will be provided with information8

about the proposed roundabout construction at the9

intersection of Patriots Road, Main Street, and10

Gardner Road in Templeton, Mass.11

The notice of this Design Public12

Hearing is included on page two of the handout.13

This notice appeared in the Gardner14

News and Athol Daily News on October 21st and October15

28th, 2020. This notice was also posted on the MassDOT16

website.17

We are currently in the 25 percent18

design stage.19

This project is estimated to cost $1.6720

million, with 80 percent funded by the Federal Highway21

Administration and 20 percent from MassDOT state22

funding.23

This project is programmed in the24
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statewide Transportation Improvement Program in1

federal fiscal year 2023.2

The total estimated cost of this3

project does not include any right of way acquisition4

costs.5

The purpose of this hearing is to6

solicit your input regarding this project. Your7

questions and comments will be taken into8

consideration when completing the project’s design.9

Please keep in mind that the project is10

still in the design stage. And as the plans are not11

yet complete, we may not be able to answer all of your12

questions or respond to all of your comments at this13

time.14

The last sheet of the handout is a15

mail-in sheet. If you have any questions or comments16

which you would like to submit in writing, you may use17

this sheet for that purpose. You may mail it to the18

Department within 10 days of this date and it will19

become part of the official record.20

You may also follow the links on your21

screen to send us your comments or questions.22

Please remember to identify yourself by23

name and affiliation, whether you are an abutter,24
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local official, or concerned citizen.1

Now, we will move into the substance of2

the presentation. I’m going to turn the presentation3

over to Jeffrey Santacruce of Weston and Sampson, the4

design consultant that has been retained by MassDOT.5

Jeff will now describe the project.6

JEFFREY SANTACRUCE: Thank you.7

My name is Jeff Santacruce, and I am a8

registered professional engineer in the Commonwealth9

of Massachusetts. I am a project manager with Weston10

and Sampson, working for the Massachusetts Department11

of Transportation on the design of this project.12

I’m going to take a few minutes to13

describe the work that is proposed for this project.14

We are hopeful this presentation will answer some of15

your questions. We encourage you to read the handout16

that was included with the link to this presentation17

for some more in-depth information.18

You also have the opportunity to submit19

any questions you may have after the conclusion of20

this hearing.21

Outreach to the public is a key project22

initiative on any project, hence why we are here23

today. To date, this outreach has consisted of24
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coordination between the Town and the Montachusett1

Metropolitan Planning Organization through their2

monthly meetings.3

Next, let’s take a moment to introduce4

the project team: the proponent, the Town of5

Templeton, Mass; the consultant responsible for the6

design of the roundabout, Weston and Sampson; the7

Massachusetts Department of Transportation Highway8

Division, who is responsible for administering the9

design and construction processes; and the Federal10

Highway Administration, who is responsible for project11

oversight.12

Here, we have an aerial image showing13

the approximate limits of the project outlined in14

yellow. Just to get you oriented, north is up on the15

image, Patriots Road runs from left to right, North16

Main Street is located on the top, South Main Street17

is on the bottom, and Gardner Road running northeast18

out to the right of the plan.19

So, why do we need this project? So,20

let’s take a look at some of the existing issues with21

the intersection.22

There’s deficient bicycle and23

pedestrian accommodations. This includes a lack of24
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continuity of crosswalks and sidewalks all the way1

around the intersection and a lack of ADA ramps at2

many of the driveway locations. Those of you familiar3

with the intersection will know that MassDOT crews4

went out recently and installed ADA-accessible ramps5

at the crosswalk locations, but the intersection does6

still lack appropriate bicycle accommodations.7

It was also noted that there’s a lot of8

driver confusion entering this five-leg intersection9

because it’s so big and that there is intersection10

safety. There have been approximately 70 crashes over11

a six-year period.12

The picture on the left is looking13

south from the North Main Street intersection, showing14

the large expanse of pavement that is confusing to15

drivers at this intersection.16

The picture on the right shows where a17

crosswalk comes across, but there is a lack of18

continuing sidewalk at this location.19

Project Goals: to construct a modern-20

day roundabout within the footprint of the existing21

intersection that will reduce driver confusion22

associated with navigating the existing five-legged23

intersection; improve safety by reducing speeds and24
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conflict points within the intersection; provide1

improved pedestrian access with new sidewalks and ADA-2

accessible ramps at crosswalks and across driveways;3

and provide bicycle accommodations.4

As part of this project, the following5

highway work will be performed: The roundabout6

construction will occur; pavement rehabilitation and7

reconstruction on each of the approach legs to the8

intersection; sidewalk construction around the9

roundabout and on all approaches; installation of10

pedestrian ADA-accessible ramps; installation of bike11

lanes, access ramp, and a shared use path around the12

perimeter of the roundabout; drainage improvements;13

slope work outside the back of sidewalk locations; and14

it is anticipated that there are no utility15

relocations required as part of this project.16

So, how will traffic be affected?17

Since this intersection is open to traffic, it will be18

a requirement that traffic be maintained during the19

construction of the roundabout. This will be done20

using staged construction under multiple phases where21

traffic is moved around the intersection as needed.22

It may require some lane closures and23

lane shifts to direct traffic safely around the24
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construction areas.1

And on those times when work has to2

occur on one of the approaches, it may be required3

that a short local detour be maintained.4

At all times, access for pedestrians5

and bicycles will be provided whether on-site or on6

the use of short detours.7

The proposed roundabout construction8

will result in several improvements to the9

intersection. These will include improved safety10

through access management, improved pedestrian access11

around the outside of the roundabout and along new12

sidewalks on each one of the approaches, improved13

bicycle accommodations within the roundabout and on14

the intersection approaches, and overall slower travel15

speeds through the intersection.16

Here, we have an overview plan showing17

the proposed roundabout layout. As you can see, the18

majority of the roundabout fits within the existing19

intersection. There are a couple small locations20

where additional right of way will be required for the21

construction. These include the southwest corner, the22

southeast corner, and a little bit here on the eastern23

side.24
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Here, we have a plan that shows1

proposed pavement marking and signing for the2

intersection, which gives a little clarity to the3

pedestrian and bicycle accommodations. As you can4

see, new sidewalks have been constructed along with5

new crosswalk locations that provide access around all6

five legs of the intersection.7

In addition, on some of the approaches,8

most notably Gardner Road and Patriots Road, we have9

exclusive bike lanes that turn into shared use lanes10

at the intersection if the riders are more experienced11

and are comfortable traversing the intersection with12

traffic.13

For those less experienced riders or14

those less comfortable, there will be ramps that allow15

you to access the multi-use path that goes around the16

roundabout and then traverse using the crosswalks.17

There are some environmental permitting18

considerations for this project; however, we do not19

meet MEPA as the review thresholds have not been met.20

We will be required to follow NEPA21

process, most likely resulting in a Categorical22

Exclusion Checklist.23

As far as the Section 106, we will look24
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at the historic aspects as this project is located in1

the Historic Village of Templeton and there are2

several properties that are on the National Register.3

In addition, we will have to look at a4

Massachusetts Department of Environmental Protection5

Oil and Hazardous Material Review, as there are6

several sites that have been categorized for the7

possible presence of these materials based on their8

past use.9

Next, let’s look at the overall project10

schedule.11

As you can see, the 25 percent design12

was submitted in May of 2019.13

Today, we are at the virtual Design14

Public Hearing in November of 2020.15

Next, we go to the 75 percent design16

submittal in the winter or spring of 2021, followed by17

the 100 percent design submittal in the fall of 2021.18

Then, we move into the Plan,19

Specification, and Estimate design submittal in the20

spring of 2022.21

And then the project will be ready for22

advertisement for construction in the fall of 2022,23

with an anticipated construction start of spring 2023.24
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We appreciate you taking the time to1

view our presentation this evening. Please feel free2

to watch the presentation again and pause the video at3

any of the slides you wish to review in further4

detail.5

Also, please remember to review the6

handout information, which provides an overview of the7

project and some more in-depth information.8

Please feel free to submit any comments9

via mail or email at the link shown below on the10

screen.11

Thank you.12

(Conclusion of presentation.)13

//14

//15

//16

//17

//18

//19

//20

//21

//22

//23

//24
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